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Localizing the sources of stimuli is essential. Most organisms cannot eat, mate, or escape without knowing where the relevant stimuli
originate. Formany, if notmost, animals, olfaction plays an essential role in search.Whilemicroorganismal chemotaxis is relatively well
understood, in larger animals the algorithms andmechanisms of olfactory search remainmysterious. In this symposium,wewill present
recent advances in our understanding of olfactory search in flies and rodents. Despite their different sizes and behaviors, both species
must solve similar problems, including meeting the challenges of turbulent airflow, sampling the environment to optimize olfactory
information, and incorporating odor information into broader navigational systems.
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Introduction
Organisms of all sizes use odor to find things. From a bacterium
moving up an amino acid gradient to a wolf hunting down its
prey, odor tracking can be essential for survival. Olfactory search
behavior has been studied inmany organisms, including bacteria
(Berg, 2001), nematodes (Lockery, 2011), moths (Murlis et al.,
1992; Vickers, 2000; Carde´ andWillis, 2008), crustaceans (Reeder
and Ache, 1980; Atema, 1996; Webster and Weissburg, 2001),
fish (Scholz et al., 1976), and birds (Nevitt, 2000;Wallraff, 2004),
revealing related but distinct strategies for localizing odor. A
thorough survey of olfactory search in all these species is beyond
the scope of this review. Here, we will focus on recent work by
participants in a Mini-Symposium on “Algorithms for Olfactory
Search Across Species,” describing new approaches to each of
these problems in flies and rodents.
Chemotaxis is best understood in bacteria, which are able to
move toward odor without the computing power of networks of
neurons. Classical experiments used controlled chemical stimuli
and careful measurements of bacterial movement to understand
how bacteria chemotax; when bacteria experience an increase in
the concentration of an attractive chemical, their probability of
turning transiently decreases, causing them to move in a
straighter line. When they experience no gradient or go down-
gradient, the turn probability is maintained at a default value
(Berg, 2001). This simple algorithm allows unicellular organisms
to navigate up an attractive chemical gradient through a biased
random walk. The molecular machinery that implements this
algorithm is now also well understood: chemoreceptor activation
controls phosphorylation of a diffusible messenger protein,
CheY, which controls turn probability by interacting with the
flagellarmotor. Sensory adaption results from the action of a pair
of enzymes, CheB andCheR, that control themethylation state of
chemoreceptors and confer sensitivity to the temporal dynamics
of chemical stimuli (Falke et al., 1997). These classic studies of
odor tracking in bacteria provide a template for how behavioral
tracking, mathematical modeling, and molecular genetics can be
combined to understand a biological system at a deep level (Bi
and Sourjik, 2018).
Larger organisms that track odors have more computational
resources, neurons and complex sensory systems, to devote to the
task, enabling them to overcome more complex problems. One
such problem is that odors at large scales form turbulent plumes,
consisting of highly complex filaments surrounded by odorless
space (Fig. 1). This creates rapid fluctuations in odor concentra-
tion, even when the organism is moving toward the source
(Crimaldi et al., 2002; Connor et al., 2018). Someorganisms, such
as moths, crayfish, and crabs, have been shown to use these fluc-
tuations as navigation cues (Mafra-Neto and Carde´, 1994; Koehl
et al., 2001; Keller and Weissburg, 2004). Another strategy used
by many organisms is to turn upwind when an attractive odor is
sensed (Flugge, 1934; Kennedy and Marsh, 1974; Murlis et al.,
1992; Steck et al., 2012). This strategy, known as “odor-gated
anemotaxis” requires animals to combine information about
flow direction, derived from mechanosensation or vision, with
information from the olfactory system (Kennedy, 1940; Wasser-
man et al., 2015; Bell and Wilson, 2016). Thus, odor tracking in
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large organisms often involves integration
of multiple sensory modalities.
In addition, olfactory search often en-
tails active sampling of the environment
(Fig. 2). For example, rats, moles, dogs,
and humans all perform head-scanning
during trail tracking (Porter et al., 2007;
Khan et al., 2012; Catania, 2013). Dro-
sophila larvae perform a similar head-
casting behavior (Gomez-Marin et al.,
2011) and may provide a tractable model
for understanding the mechanisms and
function of this active-sensing behavior
in other organisms. Moreover, verte-
brates control what, when, and where
they smell through sniffing (Mainland
and Sobel, 2006; Wachowiak, 2011).
New research is uncovering these pat-
terns and providing insight into how
they allow animals to gain information
about their environments.
Finally, large organisms search over
much greater distances, which might
require fundamentally different search strategies from those per-
formed by bacteria. One strategy is to use spatial memory to
create odor-informed maps of an environment (Jacobs, 2012).
When tested with highly predictable sets of resource locations,
rodents prefer to memorize source locations and then use this
information to perform rapid, probabilistic searches across an
environment, only using odor cues to confirm target acquisi-
tion when very near to a source (Bhattacharyya and Bhalla,
2015; Gire et al., 2016). A second strategy, exemplified by
flying insects, is to use multiple behavioral modules: dispersal,
plume tracking, and visual search, to locate a smell, follow it
upwind, and hone in on the source (Vickers and Baker, 1994;
Carde´ and Willis, 2008; Lacey and Carde´, 2011; Lacey et al.,
2014; Riffell et al., 2014; van Breugel and Dickinson, 2014; van
Breugel et al., 2015). The behavioral strategies used by organ-
isms to search over long distances is an area of active study.
While chemotaxis is a “classical” problem, exciting new
technologies offer the promise of understanding this process
in larger organisms. First, new technologies are making it pos-
sible to visualize olfactory landscapes. For example, light-
sheet imaging allows for direct measurements of plume
dynamics with high spatial and temporal resolution (Merz-
kirch, 2012; Connor et al., 2018). Analytical results have also
provided new insight into the structure of odors encountered
in a turbulent flow (Celani et al., 2014). Big behavioral data
(Gomez-Marin et al., 2014) can now be acquired using labo-
ratory assays of restrained (Schulze et al., 2015; Radvansky and
Dombeck, 2018) and unrestrained behavior (Gire et al., 2016;
Alvarez-Salvado et al., 2018), as well as in field studies (Riffell
et al., 2014; Giraldo et al., 2018). New computational tools can
be leveraged to understand both olfactory environments and
behavioral dynamics (Boie et al., 2018). Finally, genetic tools
can be used to reliably identify neurons that may be involved
in olfactory navigation and to manipulate these neurons in
behaving animals (Kocabas et al., 2012; Tastekin et al., 2015)
By combining these technologies, studies of odor tracking in
diverse species promise to provide a deep mathematical and
circuit understanding of a basic biological problem.
Navigating in turbulent environments
Scientists have known for many years that odors at macroscopic
scales are turbulent (Murlis et al., 1992; Crimaldi and Kosseff,
2001; Webster and Weissburg, 2001). A simple way to visualize
this is to light amatch and observe the sinuous and unpredictable
pattern the smoke takes as it meanders from the match head.
Odors are carried by air currents in much the same way as smoke
particles, forming filaments and eddies as they disperse down-
wind. Although individual turbulent fluctuations are unpredict-
able, the amount of turbulence, characterized by the Reynolds
number, depends in systematic ways on features of the envi-
ronment (Moore and Crimaldi, 2004; Celani et al., 2014). For
example, turbulence grows with distance from a boundary, so
turbulence is higher further from the ground. Turbulence also
increases with wind velocity. These physical facts mean that a
flying fly will encounter the most turbulent odor signals, a
walking fly or rodent will encounter smoother, more diffusive
signals, and a larva crawling through a substrate will experi-
ence relatively little turbulence (Fig. 1).
What kinds of information are present in odor plumes and
how do animals use this information? There are several kinds of
information that animalsmight use. For example, the statistics of
odor fluctuations vary systematically with position in a plume,
and these statistical features may serve as olfactospatial cues
(Crimaldi and Kosseff, 2001; Webster andWeissburg, 2001; Boie
et al., 2018; Connor et al., 2018). Alternatively, animals could use
relatively simple temporal structure, such as the presence or loss
of odor, to drive changes in behavior.Most animals havemultiple
sensors (e.g., two nostrils or two antennae) that allow them to
make spatial comparisons between odor concentrations sampled
at the same time. Animals can also detect air flow with their
antennae (Yorozu et al., 2009) or their whiskers (Yan et al., 2016),
and this information can indicate the likely direction of the odor
source. Finally, animals could have prior knowledge, obtained
through learning or through evolution, about the shape and
movement of odor plumes. Algorithms incorporating each of
these cues have been proposed by various authors (Kennedy and
Marsh, 1974; Borst and Heisenberg, 1982; Baker, 1990; Balkovsky
and Shraiman, 2002; Vergassola et al., 2007; Alvarez-Salvado et al.,
2018). Recent information-theoretic analysis reveals that plumes
Figure 1. Odor environments vary depending on the distance from a substrate and the air velocity. A, A diffusive environment
typical of search by substrate-bound organisms, such as fly larvae. B, Plume forming near a boundary typical of search by walking
organisms. C, Plume forming in open air typical of flying organisms. B, C, Adapted with permission from Connor et al. (2018).
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contain both spatial and temporal information about olfactory tar-
get position (Boie et al., 2018).
Numerous studies have reached different conclusions about
what types of sensory information animals use to navigate and
how they use this information. For example, some studies have
suggested that detailed temporal structure in the plume is used to
infer odor source location (Mafra-Neto and Carde´, 1994; Ache et
al., 2016), whereas others have suggested that animals filter out
high-frequency information and respond largely to the envelope
of the plume (Alvarez-Salvado et al., 2018). Some algorithms
depend on extensive memory and priors about the plume struc-
ture (Vergassola et al., 2007), whereas others rely largely on local
cues (van Breugel andDickinson, 2014). Discriminating between
these models can be challenging (Pang et al., 2018), as it is often
difficult to measure behavioral responses to controlled turbulent
stimuli, and it is not always clear how the behavior predicted by
each of these models differs. The types of sensory information
used by an animal may depend on the type of environment in
which it typically searches.
One way to gain insight into the algorithms used by an animal
that is navigating in turbulence is to use virtual reality. Virtual
reality environments provide a tool tomonitor a behaving animal
and present a known odor plume simultaneously (Thurley and
Ayaz, 2017; Radvansky and Dombeck, 2018). Current virtual
odor navigation research by Baker et al. allows real-time explo-
ration of the roles of multimodal sensing and stereo smell during
navigation in odor plumes with known structure by rodents. The
rodent walks on a ball, whichmoves a virtual set of nares through
an optically imaged horizontal plane of a dynamic plume.During
a trial, the animal’s locomotion on the ball moves the virtual
nares through the virtual plume. The resulting virtual odor con-
centration dynamics are reproduced in reality using rapid olfac-
tometers. Thus, the rodent receives a faithful simulation of
moving through a naturalistic odor plume. Directional wind and
light cues can also be provided via a circular array of laminar air
flow sources and LEDs, respectively, and imaged plumes of dif-
ferent intermittency can be presented to assess their effects on an
animal’s navigation strategies (e.g., path tortuosity, velocity, and
angle). This approach has revealed strong effects of virtual inter-
naris spacing on the navigation velocity of mice. In addition,
active sampling (whisking, sniffing, and nose movements) is also
imaged and shows strong modulation during trials. Cross-
correlation analysis can provide helpful insight into the cues
guiding the sampling and translational behavior, demonstrating
effects of binaral odor cues on an animal’s navigation velocity.
This paradigm is providing new insight into the cues used by
rodents to navigate in odor plumes (Fig. 2).
While scientists disagree aboutwhat temporal features of odor
are used for turbulent navigation, there is broad agreement that
sensing wind direction plays an important role in odor tracking,
especially in insects. Much is known about how odor stimuli are
encoded and processed by the brains of flies and mice; however,
less is known about how wind information is encoded. In flies
and other insects, detection of wind direction is known to require
antennal mechanoreceptors because mechanically stabilizing the
antenna prevents flies from turning upwind when they detect an
attractive odor (Wolf andWehner, 2000; Bhandawat et al., 2010;
Alvarez-Salvado et al., 2018). The antennal wind-sensing system
is distinct from thewell-studied cercal systemof crickets, which is
located in the insect abdomen (Jacobs et al., 2008). Recent work
from Suver et al. has identified neurons in the central brain that
process these mechanosensory cues and build a representation of
wind direction. Using whole-cell recordings from genetically
identified neurons in Drosophila, Suver et al. recently identified
central neurons that integrate information across the two anten-
nae to generate a linear representation of wind direction in
azimuth. A combination of intracellular recordings, genetic si-
lencing, and trans-synaptic tracing using trans-Tango (Talay et
al., 2017) further revealed that integration of wind stimuli is per-
formed by a broader network of neurons than previously known.
This study points toward regions of the brain in which wind and
odor information may be combined during behaviors such as
odor-gated anemotaxis.
Active sampling of olfactory environments
Because odor plumes are distributed in space and time, an animal
must actively control how it samples the environment, which
necessitates tight coordination between sensory input andmotor
output (Fig. 2).
When introduced to an odor gradient,Drosophila larvae dem-
onstrate reorientation responses (chemotaxis) that rival in preci-
sion those of higher-order organisms (Gomez-Marin et al., 2011;
Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2012). Olfactory behaviors are directed
by a pair of bilaterally symmetrical olfactory organs located at the
tip of the head. Remarkably, the sensory information transmitted
by a single functional olfactory sensory neuron on either the left
or right side of the head is sufficient to direct reorientation ma-
Figure2. Olfactory search entails active sampling behaviors. These actions optimize sensory
input in olfactory scenes.A, Head castingbehavior in fly larvae. The animal sweeps its head from
side to side to effectively sample the odor gradient. B, Active sampling behavior in mice. By
coordinating head movement with sniffing, mice scan turbulent plumes and guide their loco-
motion to olfactory targets. A, Adapted with permission from Gomez-Marin and Louis (2012).
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neuvers (Louis et al., 2008). This finding indicates that larval
chemotaxis does not purely result from left-right comparisons,
but that it must involve active displacement of the olfactory or-
gans to detect temporal changes in odor concentration.
The chemotaxis behavior ofDrosophila larvae is organized in a
hierarchy that constitutes a robust reorientation algorithm
(Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2014) similar to that of nematodes
(Lockery, 2011; Larsch et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2016). Che-
motaxis emerges from an alternation between bouts of forward
peristalsis (runs) and stops, usually followed an abrupt change in
orientation (stop-turns). Positive odor gradients prolong runs,
whereas negative odor gradients promote stop-turns (Gepner et
al., 2015; Hernandez-Nunez et al., 2015; Schulze et al., 2015). In
addition, larvae continuously align the direction of their runs to
the local odor gradient, a process called weathervaning (Iino and
Yoshida, 2009; Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2014). Louis et al. show
that the sensorimotor mechanism that controls weathervaning
relies on the implementation of low-amplitude head sweeps dur-
ing runs (Fig. 2A). Once a stop has been triggered, larvae engage
in head casts of wider amplitude to scan the local odor gradient.
On average, larvae implement fewer than two head casts before
initiating a turn (Gomez-Marin et al., 2011), and the directional
bias of the first head turn suggests that directional information is
accumulated during the preceding run. Although the odor gradi-
ent measured in the vicinity of the larval head is typically modest
(on the order of 10%), the stimulus derivative associated with a
head cast can be large due to the high speed of the head (on the
order of 3 mm/s, which is three times faster than the speed of for-
ward locomotion). OSN activity modulates the probability that the
larva interrupts the ongoing cast. HighOSN activity promotes cast-
ing, whereas inhibition of the OSN activity induces stopping and a
subsequent reversal of the head cast’s direction. Louis et al. speculate
that head casts achieve two functions. They enable taking snapshots
of the odor intensity at different head positions. In addition, rapid
movements of the head create large temporal derivatives that
strongly modulate the activity of peripheral OSNs.
While invertebrate olfactory sensory neurons are exposed di-
rectly to the air, terrestrial vertebrate olfactory sensory neurons are
hidden within noses, which odor can access only during inhalation.
Thus, breathing determines the time course of olfactory stimulation
(Wesson et al., 2008; Shusterman et al., 2011, 2017). Rodents and
humans regulate their breathing in response to olfactory stimula-
tion,onasniff-by-sniffbasis (Johnsonetal., 2003;Kepecset al., 2007;
Wachowiak, 2011). In addition to this reactive breath control, pro-
activecontrolplaysacentral role inolfactory search. Inhalationsonly
draw in a small volume of air relative to the spatial spread of odor
plumes and trails. Therefore, to adequately search the olfactory scene,
the animalmustmove its nose in coordinationwith sniffing (Fig. 2B).
Do animals sniff strategically during olfactory search? Formam-
mals, olfactory search can be subdivided into trail following, in
which odor sources are deposited on the nearby ground; and plume
following, inwhich the odor disperses through the air fromadistant
source (Syrotuck, 1972; Conover, 2007). For trail following, the ev-
idence is clear that rodents and humans structure their behavior in a
characteristicway.As theyproceed along the trail, they increase their
sniff rate while scanning the nose back and forth across the trail,
widening the scan pathwhen their nose diverges from the trail (Por-
ter et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; Jones andUrban, 2018). For plume
following, the structure of search behavior is less clear. In previous
studies, animals in familiar arenas adopted memory-guided strate-
gies rather than relying on airborne odor cues (Bhattacharyya and
Bhalla, 2015;Gire et al., 2016). Therefore, the behavioral structure of
plume following remains unclear.
To better understand odor plume following, Findley et al. have
designed an unrestrained olfactory search task in which mice must
locate an odor source from one of two ports. Importantly, the task
requires themice to commit to adecisionat adistance fromtheport,
ensuring that the mice must search the plume to receive reward.
Recording respiration andmovement revealswhen,where, andhow
rapidly themouse samples its environment.Mice learn the task rap-
idly and, after learning, generalize the task rule to other odors. Fur-
ther, performance of the task does not require stereo olfaction,
suggesting that temporal comparison of odor concentration across
sniffs is the relevant cue forplume-followingunder these conditions.
Analyzing these rich datasets with machine learning techniques
(Wiltschko et al., 2015; Egnor and Branson, 2016) can reveal the
behavioral motifs comprising plume search behavior and reveal the
underlying sampling strategies. Combining rigorous analysis of this
behavior with modern neural circuit recording and manipulation
techniqueswill advance understanding of the neuralmechanisms of
active sensing.
Long-range olfactory search: the role of memory
The odor sources animals seek are not always in smellable range.
Therefore, animals must supplement their odor-driven search
algorithms with long-range navigation systems. Of particular in-
terest is the extent towhich olfactory information is held inmem-
ory and anchored in allocentric cognitive maps (Fig. 3).
Strong evidence implicatesmemory, atmultiple timescales, in
olfactory search. At the shortest timescale, sensory memory en-
ables the brain to track rapid changes in odor concentration, such
as might occur when encountering a patch of odor in a turbulent
plume. This form ofmemory confers sensitivity to dynamic odor
concentration changes in the subsecond time domain and has
been demonstrated in the early olfactory systems of insects (Gef-
fen et al., 2009; Huston et al., 2015; Gorur-Shandilya et al., 2017),
crustaceans (Park et al., 2016), and mice (Parabucki et al., 2017).
At the intermediate time scale, short-term memory can hold a
history of odor encounters over tens of seconds, which is long
enough to allow working memory to use the frequency and loca-
tion of previous odor encounters to create a model of source
locations in a turbulent environment (Vergassola et al., 2007;
Ache et al., 2016; Pang et al., 2018). Last, long-termmemory plays
a role in odor-guided navigation by allowing organisms to create
odor-informed maps of an environment (Jacobs, 2012). While
sensory and short-term memory informs the dynamic interac-
Figure 3. Long-distance olfactory search with a cognitive map. In rodents, olfactory search
combines odor-guided and memory-guided navigation. In a new environment, the animal
relies on odor cues to find a target.With experience in an environment, the animal can learn the
probabilities of target locations and forage more efficiently.
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tion of an animal with an odor plume during tracking, long-term
memory supports the utilization of prior information to narrow
the range of odor-guided searches. The role of long-term mem-
ory in narrowing odor-guided searches within larger and more
complex environments is an area of active study.
The neural mechanisms of memory use during odor-guided
navigation have been investigated across a variety of species (Gef-
fen et al., 2009; Huston et al., 2015; Park et al., 2016; Parabucki et
al., 2017). Most models suggest a role for early olfactory circuitry
in both sensory and short-term memory (Huston et al., 2015;
Park et al., 2016; Gorur-Shandilya et al., 2017), with odor-evoked
oscillations and reverberations within these circuits suggested as
likely mechanisms for maintaining a history of odor encounters
(Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994; Ache et al., 2016). These circuit
mechanisms operate over long enough timescales to support nav-
igation within fluctuating plumes at moderate distances (me-
ters). The neural mechanisms used for longer searches across
large distances with sparse odor encounters are less well defined,
although they could involve a role for more integrative brain
structures, such as the hippocampus in mammals, in olfactory
working memory (Kesner et al., 2011). Formation of place-odor
associations is hippocampal-dependent (Goodrich-Hunsaker et
al., 2009) and the odor-guided formation of place cells has been
demonstrated both in simulations (Kulvicius et al., 2008) and
experimentally in the hippocampus (Zhang and Manahan-
Vaughan, 2015), as has the representation of odor sequences
(MacDonald et al., 2013).
Long-range navigation without cognitive maps
Despite the obvious value of memory in searching previously
experienced environments, it seems less useful when an animal
must search novel environments for which the animal lacks pre-
vious experience (Fig. 4). A series of release and recapture exper-
iments performed in Death Valley, CA indicate that the tiny fruit
fly, Drosophila melanogaster, is capable of dispersing over dis-
tances of10 km. In these experiments, flies were released at one
location in the evening and were collected in banana-yeast traps
placed in distant oases the nextmorning. These experiments offer
fascinating insight into the process by which an isolated hungry
fly, almost literally in the middle of nowhere, finds a new place to
feed, mate, and lay eggs. Importantly, given that the flies must
traverse an enormous, novel environment, a remembered cogni-
tive map cannot be relevant to this situation.
How did the flies get from point A to point B? Although we
cannot know the flies’ exact trajectories, all subsequent evidence
suggests that this was a multistage process involving several be-
havior modules (Fig. 4). The first important conclusion is that
hungry flies do not simply wait around until an odor plume
comes to them; rather, they disperse, presumably in hopes of
encountering an odor plume. Initially, the flies likely fanned out
in different directions from the release site. New evidence sug-
gests that this dispersal phase is aided by celestial cues, including
the position of the sun ormoon and the pattern of polarized light
in the sky. As withmany other insects, flies could use such cues to
maintain relatively straight trajectories, so that they cover long
linear distances and increase the probability of encountering at-
tractive odor plumes.
When flies do encounter an odor plume, they must quickly
abandon their celestial-based heading and initiate the olfactory
search algorithms that allow them to track the odor plume to its
source. While these search algorithms have not been observed in
operation in field studies, our understanding of these search al-
gorithms has been advanced by laboratory wind-tunnel experi-
ments (Budick et al., 2006; van Breugel and Dickinson, 2014). In
wind tunnels, flies exhibit behaviors that appear optimized for fol-
lowing the edges of turbulent odor structures.When flies encounter
an odor filament, they quickly surge upwind. When they lose the
odor, however, they exhibit a substantial delay before they execute a
cross-wind cast (van Breugel and Dickinson, 2014). Simulations
suggest that the cast delay enhances their ability to follow discontin-
uous odor plumes because they do not immediately exit the plume
whenever they exit an odor packet. Their behavior basically creates a
low pass spatial filter of the plume.
Upon tracking the odor plume to its source, the fly must land
on it. Because plumes may narrow to fine filaments near their
source, the odor plumemay no longer be a useful guide. Perhaps
to compensate, Drosophila exhibit an increased attraction to
small visual objects after detecting attractive odors, which pre-
sumably serves to lead them toward potential sources of the odor
plume (van Breugel et al., 2014; Saxena et al., 2018). This same
behavior is exhibited by mosquitoes (van Breugel et al., 2015),
suggesting that it is a quite ancient behavioral module among
insects. Thus, the task of finding a new food resource over large
spatial scales involves the sequential use and iteration of several
behavioral modules involving celestial navigation, plume track-
ing, and odor-induced visual salience. Further, this chain of be-
havioral modules can account for the behavior without invoking
a need for memory.
In conclusion, animals rely on olfaction both to identify odors
and to search for them. An advantage of studying search behavior
is that the movement of an animal can be quantified with high
spatial and temporal precision, providing a dynamic high-
resolution read-out of processes that occur within the brain. As
we have described in this review, olfactory search involves many
fundamental processes, such as multisensory integration, inte-
gration of sensation with active sampling movements, and inte-
gration of ongoing sensory information with memory and
navigation systems. By combining quantitative behavioral mea-
surements with precise stimulus control and manipulations of
Figure4. Long-distanceolfactory searchwithout a cognitivemap. In flying flies, olfactory searchbehavior emerges froma sequenceof chained reflexes. Odor encounter triggers anupwind surge,
inwhich the animal flies parallel to thewinddirection. Loss of the plumeevokes a crosswind cast, inwhich the fly flies perpendicular to the direction of flow,which allows the fly to reenter the plume
and trigger another upwind surge. As the fly gets close to the target, it becomes attracted to visual objects and executes a sequence of behaviors, including deceleration, leg extension, and landing.
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neural circuitry, the study of olfactory search thus promises to
provide mechanistic insight into how brains accomplish goal-
oriented behaviors.
Althoughmuch progress has beenmade in developing tools to
study olfactory search, many important questions remain. For
example, because odors propagate through airflow, wind-sensing
can be useful to olfactory search. How is odor information com-
bined with wind information? Are these signals integrated at a
single neural locus or are they combinedmultiple times? Tempo-
ral fluctuations of odor concentration are an important cue to
olfactory search. How do brains compute and exploit odor con-
centration dynamics? Olfactory search inherently entails sensor
movements. How do animals integrate olfactory sensation with
sampling strategies? In large environments, animals must often
search to “pick up the scent” of their olfactory target. How do
animals use other sensory cues and memory to navigate these
larger environments? We expect these and more questions to
become tractable as tools for behavioral tracking, stimulus con-
trol, and circuit manipulation continue to improve.
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